
LIST OF MOVIES WITH SHORT SYNOPSIS



Film :                “CALENDAR GIRLS”
Release Year :   2015
Star Cast :          Akanksha Puri, Avani Modi, Kyra Du, Ruhi Singh, Satarupa Pyne
Directed By :     Madhur Bhandarkar

Synopsis 
Five girls - Mayuri, Nazneen, Sharon, Nandita and Paroma - from different regions of India have been selected to 
pose on the cover of India's most presgious annual calendar, which is a collaboraon between a business tycoon 
Rishabh Kukreja and his photographer friend, Timmy Sen. The movie is a voyeurisc peek into what happens 
behind-the-scenes and what happens aer success and fame are aained.

Drama

Film :                “HOME STAY - STAY ALIVE”
Release Year :   2016
Star Cast :          Sayali Bhagat, Ashmit Patel, Ravi Kale
Directed By :     Santhosh Kodenkeri

Synopsis 
AAkshara ( Sayali Bhagat) lands arrives at a hill staon in order to surprise her fiancee, who works there. She locates 
a secluded home stay deep into a forest and far away from the city. She seles into the charming and tradional 
home stay and unwinds into the lap of nature. Suddenly, the owner of the home stay has to leave due to an emer-
gency and introduces Akshara to a maid, an old lady to take his place. As the night descends, a series of unusual 

Horror

Film :                “CHAKRAVYUHA”
Release Year :   2016
Star Cast :          Puneeth Rajkumar, Rachita Ram, Arun Vijay, Sadhu Kokila ,Bhavya , himanyu Singh
Directed By :     M. Saravanan
Synopsis 
ChakChakravyuha Story : A corrupt polician misuses his power by recommending unworthy candidates. Due to which many 
corrupted persons occupies beer and responsible posions. To end the corrupon, a youthful and idealisc vigilante 
raises, played By Puneet Rajkumar, living a peaceful life as an Architect.   In our movie, we depict Hero as an Architect. 
He assesses workers opinion on a social maer that recently happened in the city. Here we have to establish a well con-
structed building to set up our protagonist as an Architect. A corrupt polician misuses his power by recommending 
ununworthy candidates. Due to which many corrupted persons occupies beer and responsible posions. To end the cor-
rupon, a youthful and idealisc vigilante raises, played By Puneet Rajkumar, living a peaceful life as an Architect. He 
locks horns with Omkar, the younger brother of the polician from the earlier porons. In between, he has romance in 
the form of co-character in the End Hero teaches valuable lessons to the polician and his brother forms the crux of the 
story.

Acon

Film :                “MIRZYA”
Release Year :   2016
Star Cast :          Harshvardhan Kapoor & Saiyami Kher, Om Puri, Anjali Pa
Directed By :     Rakeysh Omprakash Mehra
Synopsis 
A meless folktale about star-crossed lovers is played out in two parallel worlds, one real, and one fantascal. As 
the lovers grapple with forces that seek to keep them apart in both avatars, they discover that even a moment of 
true love is worth an enre lifeme.
and eerie and eerie events take place in the home stay. As me passes, the situaon goes beyond her control. Akshara now 
feels threatened and thinks her life is in danger. Will Akshara see the light of the next morning? Watch the thrilling 
story of Home Stay to find out.

Romance

Film :                “JAI GANGAAJAL”
Release Year :   2016
Star Cast :          Priyanka Chopra , Prakash Jha, Manav Kaul
Directed By :     Prakash Jha
Synopsis 
GanGangaajal told the story of how a society gets the police it deserves. Thirteen years later, Jai Gangaajal revisits the 
dusty heartland of Central India, and examines again the society- police relaonship to tell us a new story.  At the 
crical me when elecons are due shortly, the Guardian Minister brings in Abha Mathur ( Priyanka Chopra ) as the 
Superintendent of Police. As a woman she will be pliable and will be happy to engage with her desk but Mathur is a 
woman with a will of her own. She finds the ground reality disturbing. The police are either frozen into inacon or 
have compromised with the system. The injusce to common people rales her. When one accident catapults the 
mob itself imob itself into meng out raw jusce, Mathur finds herself in a deep dilemma.  Through the din of the crowd's 
bale cry, the young woman searches for the voice of her own conscience. Will her spirit be crushed by the powers ? 
Or will she rise to the call of her conscience?

Acon
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Film :                “BADMASHIYAAN”
Release Year :   2015
Star Cast :          Suzanna Mukherjee, Sidhant Gupta, Sharib Hashmi
Directed By :     Amit Khanna

Synopsis 
 The film is the story of Dev (Siddhant Gupta) a cafe owner in Chandigarh whose materialisc girlfriend Nari 
(Suzanna Mukherjee) dumps him just when he was going to pop the queson. Pinkesh (Karan Mehra) a friend of 
Deva s, plays detecve and is on the lookout for her. He discovers that Nari is planning to get hitched to the 
dreaded Don Jassi(Sharib Hashmi). Is Naria s love her aempt to dupe the don? And will the mafia lord spare the 

Romance

Film :                “DIRTY POLITICS”
Release Year :   2015
Star Cast :          Anupam Kher, Atul Kulkarni, Om Puri
Directed By :     K.C. Bokadia

Synopsis 
 An old polician lusts aer a beauful dancer.
woman who steals his money and breaks his heart?

Drama

Film :                “RANA VIKRAMA”
Release Year :   2015
Star Cast :          Puneeth Rajkumar, Anjali, Adah Sharma, Girish Karnad
Directed By :     Pavan Wadeyar

Synopsis 
Vikram, a tough and dedicated cop, is tasked with invesgang the case of a missing journalist. He reaches the 
place where the incident took place and he gets embroiled with powerful gangsters.

Acon
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Film :                 “DOLLY KI DOLI”
Release Year :    2015
Star Cast :           Malaika Arora, Mohammed Zeeshan Ayyub, Sonam Kapoor
Directed By :      Abhishek Dogra

Synopsis 
The story revolves around a conwoman,Dolly who cons men into marrying her and on the marriage night steals 
their wealth and runs away.

Comedy

Film :                 “MASTERPIECE”
Release Year :    2015
Star Cast :           Yash, Suhasini Manitathnam, Shanvi Srivastava
Directed By :      Manju Mandavya
Synopsis 
MaMasterpiece is a simple story of a local riotous hero Yuva (Yash). Like every mother, Yuva's mother wants her son to 
be a welly educated and respected in the society. Her dream is see her son as a freedom fighter like Bhagat Singh, 
Chandra Shekar Azad. But, Yuva dislikes his mother's opinion about life and he finds short-cut to become successful 
and familiar as 'BOSS', a baddie. Yuva becomes a youth icon from his school days and connues to be the same as he 
grew up. Impressed with the local power, aer winning a college elecon, Noor Ahmed (Achyuth Kumar), a local poli-
cian comes in search of Yuva for seeking support for elecons. The story takes a new turn from here, as Yuva joins 
hands with policians hands with policians to become popular in the society. This what happens in the complete first-half of the movie.  
The second half of the movie portrays how a local vigorous Yuva connects himself in the drugs mafia don, played by 
Ravishankar. Apart from the story of acon and polics, Masterpiece also portrays a unique love story between Yash 
& Shanvi Srivastava as Yuva-Nisha.

Acon



Film :                “MR JOE B. CARVALHO”
Release Year :   2014
Star Cast :         Arshad Warsi, Soha Ali Khan, Javed Jaffrey, Vijay Raaz
Directed By :    Samir Tewari

Synopsis 
Mr Joe B. Carvalho (Arshad Warsi) is your (slightly below) average corny-go-lucky private eye in the quest for a truly 
challenging case that can bring in money and fame and change his fortunes for good. A moneyed Khurana (Shak 
Kapoor) hands him a case to find his eloped daughter.

Comedy

Film :                “UNFORGETTABLE”
Release Year :   2014
Star Cast :         Usha Bachani, Hazel Croney, Pablo Gonzalez 
Directed By :    Arshad Yusuf Pathan

Synopsis 
The unforgeable bale between first love and soulmate, fought on the baleground of one's heart and mind.

Drama

Film :                “ALONE”
Release Year :   2015
Star Cast :          Bipasha Basu, Karan Singh Grover, Sulabha Arya
Directed By :    Bhushan Patel

Synopsis 
Conjoined at birth, Anjana and Sanjana were twin sisters who lived by one promise made to each other - 'We will 
always be together. We will never separate'. Mysterious circumstances lead to the death of one while the other 
survived. Years later, the ghost of the dead comes back to haunt the surviving sister. Why was the promise broken?

Horror

Film :                “ISHK ACTUALLY”
Release Year :   2013
Star Cast :         Rajeev Khandelwal, Rayo Bakhirta, Neha Ahuja, Ann Mithchai, Neha Ghelot, Siddharth Van Shipley
Directed By :    Anish Khannna

Synopsis
Gia is at a crossroads in her life, with the arrows poinng towards Neil in one direcon and Kabir in the opposite 
direcon. She grapples with making a decision as she's torn between the two worlds that she's been living in. Love 
is the unanswered emoon that leads to a series of life altering situaons. Amazed at life’s sense of ming, she 
treads along a path that she believes will lead to her true love.
 

Romance

Film :                “JACKPOT”
Release Year :   2013
Star Cast :         Naseeruddin Shah, Sunny Leone, Sachiin J Joshi, Raghvi D'souza
Directed By :    Kaizad Gustad

Synopsis
Francis (Sachiin J Joshi) packs in the muscle and has a can of beer always close at hand. He is also street-smart 
enough to impress Maya (Sunny Leone), the oomphy voice of reason in the movie. Boss Man (Naseeruddin Shah) is 
a veteran raver whose clothes are as colourful as his principles and punchlines. Slow in speech but quick to draw a 
six-shooter, he owns the Jackpot casino.

Thriller
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Film :                “AKAASH VANI”
Release Year :   2013
Star Cast :         Kark Tiwari, Nushrat Bharucha
Directed By :    Luv Ranjan

Synopsis
Akash Vani movie is a very intense love story about two young people who can't think beyond their mutual love. It's 
about the hardships in love.

Romance

Film :                “YAMLA PAGLA DEEWANA 2”
Release Year :   2013
Star Cast :         Dharmendra, Sunny Deol, Bobby Deol, Neha Sharma, Krisna Akheeva & others
Directed By :    Sangeeth Sivan

Synopsis 
Paramveer opens up the "Yamla Pagla Deewana" club and re-encounters in a visit with Dharam and Gajodhar, aer 
their last presence in Canada. Now, the trio are back with double the mas, double the fun, double the acon, with 
the presence of an fool (Johnny Lever), and double the romance, with the Suman (Neha Sharma), and Paramveer's 
girlfriend (Krisna Akheeva).

Comedy

Film :                “AATMA”
Release Year :   2013
Star Cast :         Bipasha Basu, Nawazuddin Siddiqui & others
Directed By :    Suparn Verma

Synopsis
Aatma is a haunng journey of a single mother Maya Verma who finally starts her life afresh with her six year old 
daughter Nia. As Maya starts to pick up the pieces of her life, strange things starts happening around her. Maya's 
six year old daughter Nia starts to speak to her dead father but Maya inially feels that she has created an imagi-
nary father to fill the gap in her life. But slowly Maya's life starts to fall apart and the reality gets darker when she 
realizes that her husband is back to take away their daughter.

Horror/Thriller

Film :                “BUMBOO”
Release Year :   2012
Star Cast :         Kavin Dave, Sharat Saxena, Sanjay Mishra, Sudhir Pandey
Directed By :    Jagdish Rajpurohit

Synopsis 
BUMBOO is a story based on the idea that in this life we all meet someone who 
comes and screws it all up  . Each character in the film screws someone’s happi-
ness which create extremely humorous situaons and rib ckling comedy. 

Review
Bollywood Hungama
Mumbai Mirror
Times Of India
Radio Mirchi

Film :                “HATE STORY”
Release Year :   2012
Star Cast :         Nikhil Dwivedi, Paoli Dam, Gulshan Devaiah, Mohan Kapoor & others
Directed By :    Vivek Agnihotri

Synopsis
The story of the film revolves around Kaavya and her transformaon from a 
simple middle class journalist to a woman seeking revenge. ‘Kaavya’, who 
doesn’t have anything to lose anymore, uses her sexuality as a lethal weapon to 
rip ‘Siddharth’ apart by using everyone connected to him one way or another. 

Drama

Review
Times Of India

Comedy
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Film :                “MILEY NAA MILEY HUM”
Release Year :   2011
Star Cast :         Chirag Paswan, Kangana Ranaut Sagarika Ghatge , Neeru Bajwa, Kabir Bedi & others
Directed By :    Tanveer Khan

Film :                “HUM TUM SHABANA””
Release Year :   2011
Star Cast :         TussharKapoor, Shreyas Talpade, Minnisha Lamba & others
Directed By :    Sagar Bellary

Synopsis
The film revolves around Shreyas Talpade and TusshraKapoor trying to woo Shabana played by MinnishaLamba. 
Their competve comic capers lead them to an unusual twist in the tale. Is Shabana sll who they want? Will at 
least one of them manage to get Shabana? Or will Shabana come with her own set of suprises? Either way the film 
promises to have the audience laughing.  

Comedy

Film :                “MOD”
Release Year :   2011
Star Cast :         Ayesha TakiaAzmi, Rannvijay Singh & others
Directed By :    Nagesh Kukunoor

Synopsis 
Aranya, a “full-of-life” 25 yr old, lives in on a hill staon. One day a total stranger, Andy, lands up at her doorstep to 
have his watch fixed. Aranya slowly warms up to this quirky stranger and through a series of meengs and against 
all odds they fall in love. But who is Andy? As Aranya discovers the truth about Andy, the film heads to an excing 
and emoonal climax in the strongest tradion of great love stories. 

Social/Drama

Synopsis
The situaon for ‘Chirag’ gets complicated and hilarious when both his parents 
want to get him married to girls of their individual choice. Chirag’s roller coaster 
ride begins when he lies to his parents that he loves ‘Anishka’, who is  a top 
model, this leads to a total chaos. 

Film :                “LANKA”
Release Year :   2011
Star Cast :         Manoj Bajpayee, Arjan Bajwa, Tia Bajpayee & Others
Directed By :    Maqbool Khan

Synopsis 
LANKA is an emoonal journey of man torn between the loyalty for his mentor 
Jaswant and the empathy he feels for Anju, who is trapped and held capve by 
Jaswant. It's a journey of a man who would be termed a traitor by some and 
righteous by others. LANKA is about love, loyalty, betrayal and jusce.

Film :                “ADA”
Release Year :   2011
Star Cast :         Ayaan Ahmad, Ayesha Jhulka, Rahul Roy, Nauheed Cyrusi
Directed By :    Tanvir Ahmad

Synopsis
ADA is the tale of Ayaan, son of a Noble human being Anil Anand, and a Spiritual Mother, Aamina. Ayaan’s gentle 
world is turned upside down when Anil starts receiving death threats if he goes ahead with his tesmony against 
some criminals. 

Social/Drama

Review
Times Of India
DNA
Economic Times
OYE 104.8 FM

Drama

Review
Radio Mirchi 98.3FM
MSN India
Yahoo India
Omar Qureshi, Zoom

Romance
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Film :                “HOSTEL”
Release Year :   2011
Star Cast :         Vatsal Sheth, Tulip Joshi & Others
Directed By :    Manish Gupta

Synopsis
Few Indians are aware of the number of suicides that occur in Indian Hostels as 
a result of the phenomenon termed as 'Ragging'. This sadisc  pracce has 
become a ritual wherein students are beaten up, stripped, paraded naked, 
starved tortured, molested and even raped by their seniors. The film 'Hostel' is a 
shocking eye-opener about this evil pracce and is a wake-up call for all of us.

Review
OYE 104.8 FM
Radio Mirchi

Social

Film :                “SOUNDTRACK”
Release Year :   2011
Star Cast :         Rajeev Khandelwal, Raunak Kaul, Soha Ali Khan, Mohan Kapoor
Directed By :    Neerav Ghosh

Synopsis
If Beethoven were alive today he’d be a DJ and this is would be his story 
!Soundtrack is an edgy, modern day portrayal of India's most prolific musician 
and DJ. It traces his alcohol, drug and sex fuelled meteoric rise, as he bales his 
internal demons and a damaging handicap. Soundtrack is based on a true sto-
ry.some criminals. 

Musical /Drama

Review
India FM
Times Of India
Yahoo 
Mumbai Mirror
Mid-Day
Bollywood Screening
DNA

Film :                “AASHIQUI.IN”
Release Year :   2011
Star Cast :         Ishaan Manhaas, Ankita & Others
Directed By :    Shankhadeep

Synopsis 
Cyrus and April meet randomly online and they start ge ng close. They never reveal their true iden es. 
Somehow April manages to find out his true identy but Cyrus fails to do so. April thinks that Cyrus is too good for 
her and tries to sulk away in the fear of rejecon whereas Cyrus looks for her everywhere as she was the only one 
who could understand him as a friend and as a lover. 

Romance

Film :                “ACTION REPLAYY”
Release Year :   2010
Star Cast :         Akshay Kumar, Aishwarya Rai
Directed By :    Vipul Shah

Synopsis 
Acon Replay is a comedy rollercoaster that takes you back on a me machine 
to the good old 70s where a son plays Cupid to his own parents – and redefines 
generaon gap!

Review
India FM

Comedy/Drama

Film :                “PAYBACK”
Release Year :   2010
Star Cast :         Munich Khan, Sara Khan, Gulshan Grover & Others.
Directed By :    Sachin P Karande

Synopsis
Pay Back is a pacy acon thriller unfolding in one night with mulple layers of troubled love, loyalty, betrayal, 
indebtedness and above all... making choices.

Thriller/Acon
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Film :                “DO DOONI CHAAR”
Release Year :   2010
Star Cast :         Rishi Kapoor, Neetu Singh & Others.
Directed By :    Habib Faisal

Synopsis
Life is tough for an honest schoolteacher who is constantly coping with rising inflaon rates and minimal salary 
increments. Add to that a demanding teenage daughter, a fast-track son and a wife who loves the good life and 
you have the typical dysfunconal family. Unl one day, they decide to buy into the big middle class dream of 
buying a car. What follows is an exuberant journey of chaos, realizaons, calculaons and confrontaons.

Comedy

Film :                “CROOK”
Release Year :   2010
Star Cast :         Emraan Hashmi, Neha Sharma and others .
Directed By :    Mohit Suri

Review
The Times Of India
You tube

Synopsis 
This is the story of Jai, who shied to Australia on his Uncle Joseph's insistence 
and agrees to keep himself out of all troubles. In order to get permmanent resi-
dency, he tries to make Suhani fall in love with him. But her brother who is a 
tough guy, brings along lots of trouble for Jai, who then takes a stand against 
everyone to save his love.

Acon/Social

Film :                “HELP”
Release Year :   2010
Star Cast :         Bobby Deol, Mugdha Godse & others.
Directed By :    Rajeev Virani

Synopsis
'HELP' is a supernatural horror thriller which draws upon the story of a malevo-
lent spirit that refuses to leave the human world and is out to exact retribuon

Horror/Thriller

Review
Glamsham
India FM

Film :                “PRINCE”
Release Year :   2010
Star Cast :          Vivek Oberoi, Aruna Shields, Nandana Sen & Others.
Directed By :    Kookie V Gula

Synopsis
 ‘Prince’, a savvy thief commits the biggest heist of his life & wakes up next the morning to realize that he has a 
gunshot wound on his arm & he doesn't remember anything. Only he knows the whereabouts of the heist that 
threatens the future of the human race. Every day he meets a new girl claiming to be his girlfriend ‘Maya’. He 
doesn't remember where he has hidden the Heist & has just five days to find it. 

Acon

Film :                “HELLO”
Release Year :   2010
Star Cast :         Salman Khan, Katrina Kaif, Sharman Joshi, Gul Panag, Sohail Khan, Amrita Arora, Esha Kopikar etc
Directed By :    Atul Agnihotri

Synopsis
'Hello' is a tale about the events that happen one night at a call center. Told through the views of the protagonist, 
'Shyam'. It is a story of almost lost love, thwarted ambions, absence of family affecon, pressures of a patriarchal 
set up, and the work environment of a globalized office.

Thriller
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Film :                “ROKKK””
Release Year :   2010
Star Cast :         Udita Goswami, Shaad Randhawa, Tanushree Dua
Directed By :    Rajesh Ranshinge

Synopsis
It is a true story based on hallucinaons And illusions experienced due to occur-
ring nerve Wrecking circumstances, causing a spine chilling thrill, created by a 
paradox of paranormal ideas, which is based on a supernatural thought And 
combined by inevitable emoons.

Review
The Times Of India
You tube

Horror/Thriller

Film :                “SHAAPIT”
Release Year :   2010
Star Cast :         Aditya Narayan, Shweta Agarwal , Rahul Dev & Others
Directed By :    Vikram Bha

Synopsis 
‘Aman’ gets engaged to ‘Kaaya’ and later eerie incidents starts happening in their life. It’s then that her father tells 
that three hundred years back their family had incurred the curse of an angry Brahmin and that curse did not allow 
the daughters of their family to be married. The couple then decides to find a way to get rid of the curse. 

Horror
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Film :                “TUM MILO TOH SAHI”
Release Year :   2010
Star Cast :         Nana Patekhar, Dimple Kapadia, Suneil Shey, & Others.
Directed By :    Kabir Sadanand

Synopsis
It is a true story based on hallucinaons And illusions experienced due to occur-
ring nerve Wrecking circumstances, causing a spine chilling thrill, created by a 
paradox of paranormal ideas, which is based on a supernatural thought And 
combined by inevitable emoons.

Social/Drama

Review
Radio Mirchi 98.3FM
MSN India
Yahoo India 
 Omar Qureshi, Zoom
The Times Of India

Film :                “BOLO RAAM”
Release Year :   2009
Star Cast :         Rishi Bhutani, Disha Pandey, Om Puri, Naseruddin  Shah, Padmini Kolhapure, Govind Namdeo  
Directed By :    Rakesh Chaturvedi

Synopsis
'Raam' is charged with the murder of his mother, 'Archana. On the other hand, Raam falls into a state of shock 
aer his mother's death and refuses to talk or react in any manner. The story unfolds as the invesgang officer, 
'Indrajeet' much to his frustraon is puzzled and unable to make Raam speak.  The movie progresses as he interro-
gates various personalies for the case, quesoning Raam. This is BOLO RAAM, will his silence solve the puzzle?

Thriller

Film :                “TOH BAAT PAKKI”
Release Year :   2010
Star Cast :         Tabu, Sharman Joshi, Uvika Chaudhary, Vatsal Sheth & Others
Directed By :    Kedarh Shinde

Synopsis 
Meddlesome Rajeshwari wants to find a groom for her sister, Nisha. She chooses the engineering college student, 
Rahul and brings him in as her tenant, but soon changes her decision when she meets junior manager, Yuvraj, who 
happens to have a car and a company house. Will true love win? 

Comedy



Film :                “CHASE”
Release Year :   2009
Star Cast :         Annuj Saxena, Udita Goswami, Gulshan Grover & Others.
Directed By :    Jagmohan Mundra

Synopsis 
Sohail is a man on the run. The hunt for Sohail and search for truth takes us through the streets of Mumbai. The 
truth has the potenal of blowing up the enre polical system apart. Who is the vicm and who is the criminal?

Acon

Film :                “RAAT GAYI BAAT GAYI”
Release Year :   2009
Star Cast :         Rajat Kapoor, Neha Dhupia, Vinay Pathak & Others.
Directed By :    Saurabh Shukla

Synopsis 
The movie is a film about three couples and a keen observaon on the modern 
day marriage. 

Review
Glamsham
India FM

Romance

Film :                “ACCIDENT ON HILL ROAD”
Release Year :   2009
Star Cast :         Farooq Sheikh, Celina Jaitly, Abhimanyu Singh & Others.
Directed By :    Mahesh Nair

Synopsis
'Sonam' accidentally steers her car into the harmless person 'Prakash', sending him flying through the windshield. 
Not wanng to jeopardize her future, Sonam along with her boyfriend Sid, chooses not to get him medical help, 
leaving him clinging to life in her garage. But soon her psyche begins to unravel as captor and capve are pied 
against each other in a bloody and outrageous bale for survival. 

Thriller

Review
The Times Of India
India FM
Fever 104
 

Film :                “TUM MILE”
Release Year :   2009
Star Cast :         Emran Hasmi, Soha & Others.
Directed By :    Kunal Deshmukh

Synopsis
Two people (Emraan Hashmi) & (Soha Ali Khan) meet aer a hiatus of six years. 
What starts off as a seemingly innocuous encounter on the same flight back to 
Mumbai, ends up as a rollercoaster ride through some of the darkest hours of 
Mumbai, as they see the city get swamped with disaster and loss and are forced 
to sck together in this me of crisis.  

Romance 

Film :                “AAO WISH KAREIN”
Release Year :   2009
Star Cast :         Aab Shivdasani, Aamna & Others.
Directed By :    Glenn Barreo

Synopsis
‘Mickey’ was feeling so low that he wished for a miracle, he wished to become 
big. To his astonishment, he woke up next morning and realized that his wish 
had been granted. But was this miracle, a blessing or a curse in disguise? Will 
Mickey become part of his beauful family portrait? Will he find his true love – 
‘Mika’? Will this fairy-tale have a happy ending?

Review
The Times Of India

Romance
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Film :                “AJAB PREM KI GHAZAB KAHANI”
Release Year :   2009
Star Cast :         Ranbir Kapoor, Katrina Kaif  and  others.
Directed By :    Rai Kumar Santoshi 

Synopsis
‘Prem’ is a guy who is always trying to make everybody happy, but somehow it always ends in disaster! He kidnaps 
'Jenny' by mistake. But then he falls in love with her. Love makes him do the strangest things to impress ‘Jenny’. And 
later helps ‘Jenny’ run away from her own wedding. With a furious father, frustrated bridegroom, greedy don and 
wily polician running aer them. What happens is a series of rib ckling funny incidents.

Romance

Film :                “ALL THE BEST”
Release Year :   2009
Star Cast :         Sanjay Du, Ajay Devgn, Fardeen Khan, Bipasha Basu & Others
Directed By :    Rohit Shey

Synopsis
‘Veer’ in greed of extracng extra pocket money from his step-brother 
‘Dharam’, a business-honcho from London, tries to lie about his single status 
and puts it forth as 'happily married. His friend ‘Prem’, lends a helping hand in 
this falsely embossed projecon. Even the world's best juggler can juggle for a 
limited me. How far do these jugglers hold on? 

Review
Jeeturaj Radio Mirchi
Yahoo India
Bollywood Hungama
 MSN India
Times Of India
Hindustan Times

Comedy

Film :                “JAIL”
Release Year :   2009
Star Cast :         Neil , Mugdha & Others
Directed By :    Madhur Bhandarkar

Synopsis
Parag Dixit is living a dream life with a great job and his loving girlfriend Maansi! 
However things take an ugly turn when aer a series of unfortunate events he 
suddenly wakes up in jail; handcuffed and randomly beaten up by the cops. He 
is le with a choice, to either live a life that controlled and exploited or fight 
against the system!

Social
Review

The Times Of India
Dainik Jagran
Yahoo.com
NBT
Bollywood Hungama
Indian Express
MSN.com
Sify.com
Jeeturaj Radio Mirchi

Film :                “3 NIGHTS 4 DAYS”
Release Year :   2009
Star Cast :         Hrishita Bha, Anuj Sawhney, Farid Amiri & Others
Directed By :    Devang Dholkia

Synopsis
A bunch of college friends meet up in Goa for a wedding. But the three nights and four days preceding the wedding 
turn out to be a life-altering experience for most of them as old flames are revoked and new equaons formed. 

Romance 

Film :                “FAST FORWARD”
Release Year :   2009
Star Cast :         Rehan Khan, Sheena Shahabadi, Vinod Khanna & Others.
Directed By :    Zaigham Ali Syed

Synopsis
Fast Forward is a story of a few such people who are passionate about dance. It is about how they struggle to keep 
their passion alive, inspite of the varying circumstances. For every individual, their passion speaks a lot about their 
character. Passion is their channel to express themselves. It is about celebrang freedom; freedom to breathe, 
freedom of space and freedom of expression. FAST FORWARD is an explosive emoonal drama of friendship, sacri-
fice, betrayal anguish and dreams.

Acon/Musical
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Film :                “THREE”
Release Year :   2009
Star Cast :         Ashish Chaudhary, Nausheen, Akshay Kapoor & Others.
Directed By :    Vishal Pandya

Synopsis
The story of Three revolves around a couple whose troubled marriage leads the female protagonist Anjini Du to 
rent out a poron house, so that her husband Rajeev Du can invest that money in his business. Sanjay comes to 
stay in her house as a tenant, and reads the tension between the couple. He sympathizes with Anjini and in the 
process she falls in love with him. 

Thriller

Film :                “PERFECT MISMATCH”
Release Year :   2009
Star Cast :         Ashish Chaudhary, Nausheen, Akshay Kapoor & Others.
Directed By :    Vishal Pandya

Synopsis
Perfect Mismatch is the story of couple Aman & Neha whose father Mr.Patel meets Mr.Bhalla & disaster strikes as  
they lock horns & their differences become hilariously apparent. Aman & Neha then try to find a way to bring their 
families together which leads to a comical series of misadventures of the two disapproving, faulinding fathers. 
The movie is a passionate view of hilariously star-crossed romance while never forge ng the importance of family, 
culture, and staying true to one’s emoons.

Drama/Comedy

Film :                “CHAL CHALEIN”
Release Year :   2009
Star Cast :         Mithun Chakraborthy, Mukesh Khanna, Anoop Soni, Shilpa Shukla, Tanvi Hegde, Priyesh Sagar,
                            Saket Sharma & Others
Directed By :    Vijjal Singh

Synopsis
A student commits suicide because of extreme anxiety over pressure from his parents to get good grades. The stu-
dent's empathec friends enlist the help of a lawyer named Sanjay to speak up against the parents, the govern-
ment and the school system. The case draws naonal aenon and generates massive public opinion.

Drama

Film :                “MORNING WALK”
Release Year :   2009
Star Cast :         Anupam Kher, Sharmila Tagore & others
Directed By :    Arup Dua

Synopsis
One morning One morning walk in Joymohan’s (Anupam Kher) life changes it all.  He 
meets his once-upon-a-me-student and friend Neelima (Sharmila Tagore), 
now a mother of two, who carries with her a strange but surreal truth. A 
beauful and heart-tugging tale of two families who are so different from 
one another, yet connected through a special bond.inexhausble potenal 
and becomes an overnight star, but also humbles ‘Aman’.

Review
Times Of India

Social

Film :                “JASHNN”
Release Year :   2009
Star Cast :         Adhyayan Suman, Anjana Sukhani, Shahana Goswami
Directed By :    Hasnain – Raksha

Synopsis
'A'Akash' has dreams to become a singing icon, but is unable to find his way to the 
top. Only when he realizes that his elder sister ‘Nisha’ has become the mistress 
of a rich businessman ‘Aman Bajaj’, to offer him a decent lifestyle- is he able to 
touch his inner core. And the person who mentors him when he's down and out 
is 'Sara', sister of Aman. In the end, he not only touches his inexhausble poten-
al and becomes an overnight star, but also humbles ‘Aman’.

Review
Glamsham.com
The Times Of India
India FM

Love Story
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Film :                “8 X 10  TASVEER”
Release Year :   2009
Star Cast :         Akshay Kumar , Ayesha Takia , Others
Directed By :    Nagesh Kukunoor

Synopsis
TASVEER, is a story of Jai (Akshay Kumar), a young man in his 30's that has a 
supernatural gi of being able to delve in the past of dead people by touching 
an object belonging to them. Jai gets pulled into the photograph and realizes 
that it was no accident and that father was actually murdered. He then starts 
to invesgate by undertaking the dangerous.

Thriller

Review
Indian Express

Film :                “99”
Release Year :   2009
Star Cast :         Kunal , Soha & Others
Directed By :    Raj Nidimoru & Krishna D.K

Synopsis 
99 is an unpredictable and hilarious ride spread over two cies with colorful 
characters, unbelievable circumstances, small-me crooks, big-me conspira-
cies, fateful car crashes, loads of coffee, a briefcase full of money & a budding 
romance. 

Review
New York Times
Rediff.com
Indianmes.com

Comedy

Film :                “TEAM THE FORCE”
Release Year :   2009
Star Cast :         Sohail Khan, Amrita Arora, Yash Tonk, Vrajesh Hirjee
Directed By :    Ajay Chandok

Synopsis 
'Team - The Force' is about three friends Raj, Yash & Jassi who want to make it big in the music industry and are 
staying with Baba & his family at their bungalow as paying guests. But their hard work goes in vain unl Baba who 
considers them as his own sons, finances them & tells them to launch their own video album by sending them to 
Goa to work on their project. Baba gets a phone call from Underworld Don Raman Shey (Sayaji Shinde) who 
wants to extort money from Baba's property. What follows later is full of hilarious moments.

Drama

Film :                “RAAZ”
Release Year :   2009
Star Cast :         Emran Hashmi , Kangana Ranaut , Adhyan Suman and Others
Directed By :    Mohit Suri

Synopsis 
99 is an unpredictable and hilarious ride spread over two cies with colorful 
characters, unbelievable circumstances, small-me crooks, big-me conspira-
cies, fateful car crashes, loads of coffee, a briefcase full of money & a budding 
romance.

Romance

Review
The Times Of India
India Glitz
Mumbai Mirror

Film :                “ALOO CHAAT”
Release Year :   2009
Star Cast :         Aab Shivdasani , Amna Sharif , Linda , Manoj Pawha & Others
Directed By :    Robby Grewal

Synopsis
What do you do when your enre family is against the bride of your choice? Do you replace your family? Or do you 
replace bride? Or do you make a spicy Indian curry  of your life? It’s a laugh riot  where the lead couple tries to 
impress the family & thereby gets in to some hilarious rib-ckling situaons . 

Comedy
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Film :                “SORRY BHAI”
Release Year :   2008
Star Cast :         Shabana Azmi, Sanjay Suri, Boman Irani, Shraman Joshi, Chitrangada, etc.
Directed By :    Onir

Synopsis
‘Siddharth’, a shy scienst travels to Maurius with parents for his elder brother Harsh's wedding. ‘Harsh’ is pre-oc-
cupied with work & it is le to his fiancée ‘Aaliyah’ to show them around Maurius before the wedding. ‘Aaliyah’ 
and ‘Siddharth’ end up spending loads of me together & the fact that ‘Aaliyah’ feels neglected by Harsh, leads to 
them being drawn to each other. A horrified ‘Siddharth’ bales this aracon desperately & when he fails, all hell 
breaks loose in the family.

Drama

Film :                “RUBARU ”
Release Year :   2008
Star Cast :         Randeep Hoods, Sahana, Jayant Kriplani, Ra Agnihotri, etc.
Directed By :    Arjun Bali 

Synopsis
'Tara' wants 'Nikhil' to meet her parents as a commitment to their marriage. But he is a workaholic & is always 
pre-occupied with his work. Trouble brews between them as he begins to take Tara, her family and friends for 
granted. When Tara cannot take this behavior of Nikhil anymore, she decides to take maers in her own hand. 
That's when a strange magical, myscal force intervenes, and what happens next forms the rest of the story.  

Romance 

Film :                “THE LAST LEAR”
Release Year :   2008
Star Cast :         Amitabh Bachchan, Preity Zinta, Arjun Rampal, Divya Dua, Shefali Shah, Jisshu Sengupta
 Directed By :    Rituparno Ghosh

Synopsis
The story revolves around Harish Mishra (Amitabh Bachchan), a rered Shake-
spearean theatre actor. 

Drama

Film :                “KHUDA KAY LIYE ”
Release Year :   2008
Star Cast :         Shan, Iman Ali and Naseerudin Shah, Fawad Khan
Directed By :    Shoaib Mansoor

Synopsis
This film is about the difficult situaon in which Pakistanis and the muslims in general are caught up since 9/11. 
There is a war going on between the fundamentalists and the liberal Muslims. The educated and modern Muslims 
are in a difficult situaon because of their approach towards life and their western a re. They are cricized and 
harassed by the fundamentalists and on the other hand the western world sees them as potenal suspects of ter-
rorism just because of their Muslim names.

Drama

Film :                “CONTRACT”
Release Year :   2008
Star Cast :         ADVIK MAHAJAN , SAKSHI GULATI 
Directed By :    Ram Gopal Verma 

Synopsis
This is the story of an embiered ex-army officer agrees to infiltrate a gang of terrorists, aer witnessing the brutal 
death of his family.

Acon
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Film :                “AGGAR”
Release Year :   2007
Star Cast :         Shreyas Talpade ,Tusshar Kapoor, Udita Goswami
Directed By :    Anant Mahadevan

Synopsis
Janvi leads an ideal  life as she runs a thriving business and is married to a psychiatrist, Dr Adi Merchant. But 
problems starts in her relaonship when Aryan (Tusshar Kapoor), enters her life. Janvi impulsively gets drawn into 
an acquaintance, which she believes will give her something to live for. But she realizes that she was ge ng drawn 
into serious problems and tries to break off her affair. But Aryan refuses as his aracon to her soon becomes a 
dangerous obsession threatening to endanger the life of  Dr Adi.

Suspense

Film :                “CHHODON NA YAAR”
Release Year :   2007
Star Cast :         Jimmy Shergill ,Kim Sharma, Kabir Sadanand & others
Directed By :

Synopsis
Ravi (Jimmy Sheirgill), Shiv (Kabir) and Sunny (Farid), three final year students from a Delhi Mass Com College 
decided to make their diploma film about a myth which was prevalent in the northern hills of India. Chasing his 
dreams, doing what he believed in was always the first priority thing for Ravi, but this me, he went lile too far to 
turn back and the price that he had to pay for it was something he never bargained for..

Suspense

Film :                “SUPERSTAR”
Release Year :   2008
Star Cast :         Kunal Khemu, Tulip Joshi, Aushima Sawhney,  Sharat Saxena, Reema Lagoo, etc.
Directed By :    Rohit Jugraj

Synopsis
Ever since childhood ‘Kunal’ wanted to act in Bollywood movies. He gets a break when his look-alike 'Karan', the 
leading man of his dad's producon 'Super Star' has qualms about heights and is unable to act. ‘Kunal’ steps into 
Karan's shoes, and even accompanies the unit to film in Bangkok. Shortly thereaer the media explodes with the 
news that ‘Karan’ has been injured, and ‘Kunal’ has been killed in a car accident. Then the story unfolds the truth of 
who is alive. 

Comedy

Film :                “NAQAAB”
Release Year :   2007
Star Cast :         BOBBY DEOL, AKSHAY KHANNA, URVASHI SHARMA AND OTHERS 
Directed By :    Abaas – Mustan 

Synopsis
Naqaab tells the story of Sophie Urvashi Sharma), a young girl from a middle-class family. She is engaged to million-
aire Karan Khanna (Bobby Deol). When she meets Vicky Malhotra (Akshaye Khanna) her affecons shi to him and 
problems begin in her relaonship with Karan.
The focus of the film also shis to the shady past of all three characters, with some unexpected elements thrown in.

Thriller

Film :                “VICTORIA NO, 203”
Release Year :   2007
Star Cast :         Anupam Kher, Om Puri, Jimmy Shergill, Pree Jhangiani, Sonia Mehra, Kamal Sadanah, Javed Jaffrey,
                            Tora Khasgir, Johny Lever, etc. 
Directed By :    Anant Mahadevan 
Synopsis
A remake of the original 70s blockbuster hit, Victoria No. 203 is about a diamond heist and how the lives of several 
colorful players get intertwined in the search for the stolen diamonds.

Comedy
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Film :                “TRAFFIC SIGNAL ”
Release Year :   2007
Star Cast :         Konkona Sen Sharma, Ranvir Shorey, Nitu Chandra, Kunal Khemu, Raja Pandit, etc.
Directed By :    Madhur Bhandarkar 

Synopsis
This film is about the lives and travails of people living around a fic ous traffic signal in Mumbai. How they are 
aached their life on the road side and what happens when a series of events leads to the destrucon of the 
signal.

Drama

Film :                “SHOOTOUT  AT LOKHANDWALA ”
Release Year :   2007
Star Cast :         Amitabh Bachchan, Sanjay Du, Suniel Shey, Vivek Oberoi, Arbaz Khan, Tussar Kapoor, Ronit Roy,
                            Abhishek Bachchan, etc .
Directed By :    Apporva Lakhia 

Synopsis
'Shootout at Lokhandwala’ is the story of handpicked cops like inspector ‘Kaviraj’ and constable ‘Javed Shaikh’ who 
dared to engage trigger-happy gangsters in a residenal locality of Mumbai. It also shows another maverick from 
the wrong side of the law - Maya, who along with the likes of psychoc ‘Buwa’, made extoron the buzzword in 
the early 90s, dared disobey the big man of the underworld and fought back a posse of policemen for six hours.

Acon
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Film :                “DEADLINE”
Release Year :   2006
Star Cast :         Rajat kapoor, Konkona sensharma, Princy  Shukla, Irrfan Khan, Sandhya Mritul, Zakir Hussain
Directed By :    Tanveer Khan

Trhiller

Synopsis
'Dr. Viren Goenka', his wife 'Sanjana' and their seven-year old daughter 'Anishaka' are a happy family in Mum-
bai.Desny strikes hard against them when 'Anishka' is kidnapped. 'Sanjana' is startled with the presence of a 
creepy man named 'Krish' in her house. 'Krish' tells her that Anishka will be fine as long as she and Viren follows his 
instrucons. The kidnappers give Viren, 24 hours to comply with their demand and ask a ransom of Rs 3 crore.

Film :                “CHOCOLATE”
Release Year :   2005
Star Cast :         Anil Kapoor, Sunil Shey, Arshad Warsi , Emran Hashmi, Irfan Khan
Directed By :    Vishal Pandya
Synopsis
A daring A daring robbery is executed from an armored vehicle carrying billions of 
pounds. The police suspect two East Indians, ‘Pipi’ and ‘Sim’. They are interro-
gated extensively amidst allegaons that they may be linked to Al Qaeda. A 
crime journalist, Monsoon Iyer, comes to know about their plight and asks her 
boyfriend Advocate ‘Krishan’ to represent them. ‘Krishan’ meets the two & is 
convinced of their innocence. But is their version the truth is found out in the 
later part of the movie.

Suspense

Review
Mouth Shut.com

Film :                “FALTU ”
Release Year :   2006
Star Cast :         Yash Pandit, Manjari Fadnis,Soumitra Chaerjee, Indrani Haldar, Nirmal Kumar
Directed By :    Anjan Das

Synopsis
Faltu is the saga of Ranirghat and its people, which is woven around a narrave infused with myriad moments 
fraught with dramac tensions. On the surface level is a story of a raking up the past.

Drama



Film :                “KAUN HAI JO SAPNO MEIN AAYA”
Release Year :   2004
Star Cast :         Rakesh Bapat, Richa Pallod & Others
Directed By :    Rajesh Bhat

Romance

Synopsis
This film is about the lives and travails of people living around a fic ous traffic signal in Mumbai. How they are 
aached their life on the road side and what happens when a series of events leads to the destrucon of the signal.

Film :                “PHIR MILENGE”
Release Year :   2004
Star Cast :         Salman Khan, Abhishek Bachchan, Shilpa Shey, Etc
Directed By :    Revathi

Synopsis
'Tamanna' leaves for a college reunion and meets her college sweetheart 'Rohit' & they rekindle their love for each 
other aer which he leaves. When her sister 'Tanya', has an accident & ‘Tamanna’ decides to give her own blood to 
save Tanya but she is tested posive for HIV. Her situaon is soon spread around the office and she loses her job. 
Angered by her unfair dismissal she searches for a lawyer to fight her case and then meets Tarun who agrees.

Film :                “SHUKRIYA”
Release Year :   2004
Star Cast :         Aab Shivdasani, Shreya Saran, Anupam Kher and Others.
Directed By :    Anupam Sinha

Synopsis
The life-long dream of tycoon ‘Jindal’ is the inauguraon of a cancer hospital in memory of his late mother which is 
just four days away and so is the imminent death in the family. His daughter ‘Sanam’ chances upon this cruel truth 
- her dreams are shaered and her world comes crumbling down. ‘Ricky’ her boyfriend is moved by the affecon 
from ‘Jindal’ and his family. It is only when faced with the threat of death that ‘Ricky’, using words to fight for his 
life, realizes just how sweet that life really is. 

Romance

Drama
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